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ABSTRACT: This study investigates the dynamics of velocity shear and Reynolds stress in the ocean surface boundary

layer for idealized misaligned wind and wave fields using a large-eddy simulation (LES) model based on the Craik–

Leibovich equations, which captures Langmuir turbulence (LT). To focus on the role of LT, the LES experiments omit the

Coriolis force, which obscures a stress–current-relation analysis. Furthermore, a vertically uniform body force is imposed so

that the volume-averaged Eulerian flow does not accelerate but is steady. All simulations are first spun-up without wind-

wave misalignment to reach a fully developed stationary turbulent state. Then, a crosswind Stokes drift profile is abruptly

imposed, which drives crosswind stresses and associated crosswind currents without generating volume-averaged crosswind

currents. The flow evolves to a new stationary state, in which the crosswind Reynolds stress vanishes while the crosswind

Eulerian shear and Stokes drift shear are still present, yielding a misalignment between Reynolds stress and Lagrangian

shear (sum of Eulerian current and Stokes drift). A Reynolds stress budgets analysis reveals a balance between stress

production and velocity–pressure gradient terms (VPG) that encloses crosswind Eulerian shear, demonstrating a complex

relation between shear and stress. In addition, the misalignment between Reynolds stress and Eulerian shear generates a

horizontal turbulent momentum flux (due to correlations of along-wind and crosswind turbulent velocities) that can be

important in producing Reynolds stress (due to correlations of horizontal and vertical turbulent velocities). Thus, details of

the Reynolds stress production by Eulerian and Stokes drift shear may be critical for driving upper-ocean currents and for

accurate turbulence parameterizations in misaligned wind-wave conditions.
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1. Introduction

Langmuir turbulence (LT) is an important turbulent process

in the ocean surface boundary layer (OSBL), which is driven

by the Craik–Leibovich (CL) vortex force due to the wave–

current interaction (Craik and Leibovich 1976). The structure

of LT features coherent vortex pairs, which generates strong

surface convergent regions and downwelling jets that signifi-

cantly enhance vertical mixing (Thorpe 2004; Weller and Price

1988; Farmer and Li 1995). Previous studies have used large-

eddy simulation (LES) models based on the filtered CL

equation to investigate LT effects. These studies find that LT

significantly increases the mixed layer deepening and induces

stronger vertical velocity variance, which agrees well with ob-

servations (Gargett et al. 2004; Kukulka et al. 2009, 2010;

D’Asaro 2014; Rabe et al. 2015). Furthermore, LT-enhanced

mixing homogenizes the near-surface current shear, reducing

the magnitude of the surface currents that play an important

role in surface energy input (McWilliams et al. 1997; Wang

et al. 2018). The stronger mixing also affects the flow structure

in the Ekman layer, resulting in a slower decay of Ekman spiral

with depth (McWilliams and Sullivan 2000; Polton et al. 2013).

Given the important role of LT in the OSBL, LT effects

need to be parameterized and implemented into ocean models

that are based on Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations

(RANS). For instance, the LT-enhanced mixing is parame-

terized by an enhancement factor applied to the turbulent

eddy viscosity in the K-profile parameterization (KPP) model

(McWilliams and Sullivan 2000; Reichl et al. 2016). Reynolds

stress parameterizations based on the Lagrangian shear, rather

than the Eulerian shear, have been proposed previously

(McWilliams and Sullivan 2000; McWilliams et al. 2012). Such

parameterizations have been tested in limited conditions,

where the Reynolds stress is found to be well aligned with the

Lagrangian shear (Reichl et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019).

However, a Reynolds stress parameterization based on shear

and a single eddy viscosity coefficient usually disguises the

dependency of stress on turbulence, currents, and wave forc-

ing. For example, nonlocal transport plays a role in the mis-

alignment between stress and Lagrangian shear for misaligned

wind and wave conditions (Wang et al. 2019; Large et al. 2019).

Another important reason for the stress–shear misalignment is

that Reynolds stresses are produced at different rates due to

Eulerian and Stokes drift shear (Harcourt 2013). The latter is

the focus of this study.

Harcourt (2013, 2015) included the CL vortex force in

Reynolds stress transport equations with the goal of developing a

second moment turbulence closure scheme. These transport

equations highlight that the Reynolds stress is not only produced

by Eulerian shear, but also by Stokes drift shear and, at least

partially, balanced by pressure terms. Thus, the Reynolds stress

is not only related to Eulerian but also to Stokes drift shear,

providing a theoretical motivation for the empirical relation

between stress and Lagrangian shear. However, the work by
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Harcourt (2013, 2015) also indicates that the stress depends

differently on Eulerian and Stokes drift shear, i.e., is not

simply related to the sum of both shears (Lagrangian

shear), which requires further investigations for more

comprehensive stress parameterizations. This is also sug-

gested by Pearson et al. (2019), which proposes a modified

closure model for pressure terms.

One challenge in interpreting LES results of theOSBL is the

presence of the Coriolis force, which not only causes rotation

of currents and stresses, but also induces an Eulerian Stokes

current due to the Coriolis–Stokes force (Polton et al. 2005).

By omitting the Coriolis force, the LES experiments by

Pearson (2018) overcome this challenge and clearly indicate

that the presence of the Stokes drift induces an Eulerian

countercurrent without the presence of the Coriolis–Stokes

force. This countercurrent has no depth-integrated trans-

port but is largely balanced by the Stokes drift near the

surface (Teixeira 2018). While these experiments illustrate

the relation between stress and currents, the statistical

analysis of turbulence is more challenging because experi-

ments are nonstationary without Coriolis force. Furthermore,

none of these experiments or second-order closure schemes

is conducted for strongly misaligned wind and waves, which

is, however, a common situation in the real oceans (Fan

et al. 2009).

Building on earlier work, this study designs idealized LES

experiments that are stationary but do not include the Coriolis

force, to facilitate a stress–shear analysis in the presence of LT

(section 2). In the results section, we examine the evolution of

stress and Lagrangian shear, which are under substantial wind-

wave misalignments (section 3). The goal of this study is to

improve our understanding of the stress–current shear rela-

tionship, which is not only fundamental to upper-ocean tur-

bulence dynamics but also the corner stone for practical ocean

models that are used for weather, climate, and pollution fate

projections.

2. Methods

a. LES model with a body force

We employ a large-eddy simulation model to simulate

OSBL turbulence. The LES model solves the filtered CL

equations (McWilliams et al. 1997)

›u

›t
1u � =u5F

b
2

r

r
0

g2=p1 u
s
3v1SGS, (1)

where u 5 (u, y, w) is the resolved velocity vector with com-

ponents in the x, y, z directions, which denote the along-wind,

crosswind, and vertical coordinates (z is positive up and z 5 0

at the sea surface), respectively; Fb is a body force discussed

below; r is the water density, and r0 5 1027 kgm23 is a refer-

ence density; g5 (0, 0, g) is the gravity acceleration vector, and

g 5 9.81m s22; p 5 1/2[(u 1 us) (u 1 us) 2 u � u] 1 p/r0 is a

generalized pressure, and p is the pressure; v 5 = 3 u is the

vorticity; SGS represents subgrid-scale terms; us 5 (us, ys, 0) is

the Stokes drift vector. We prescribe the profiles of us based

on a monochromatic wave

[u
s
(z), y

s
(z)]5 [u

s0
exp(2kz), y

s0
exp(2kz)], (2)

where (us0, ys0) is the surface Stokes drift vector in the along-

wind and crosswind directions and k is wavenumber.

Since this study focuses on investigating the role of LT in

determining the profiles of Reynolds stress and Eulerian cur-

rents, it is desirable to remove the Coriolis force that generates

inertial oscillations, Ekman transport, and a complex Eulerian

return flow through the Stokes–Coriolis interaction (Polton

et al. 2005). This ensures that any generation of crosswind

Eulerian currents can be only forced by internal crosswind

stresses that redistribute crosswind momentum vertically with-

out any net crosswind momentum forces. This facilitates the

stress–shear analysis. However, without Coriolis force the wind

stress is not balanced by other forces, so that the currents ac-

celerate and LES solutions are nonstationary.

To remedy this, we add a constant body force Fb over the

OSBL depthHB that opposes the wind stress. The horizontally

averaged momentum equation becomes

›hui
›t

5
1

r
0

›t

›z
1F

b
, (3)

where Reynolds stress vector is t 5 (2r0hu0w0i, 2r0hy0w0i, 0),
the symbol h i denotes horizontal averages over the LES do-

main, and the prime indicates deviations from such averages.

We set Fb 5 (Fb, 0, 0)5 (2H21
B u2

*, 0, 0), so that Fb balances

the surface wind stress. Here, u* is the waterside friction ve-

locity defined through jt(z5 0)j5 r0u
2

*.

b. Experiments with idealized wind-wave misalignments

We design four idealized LES experiments to assess the

relation between Lagrangian shear andReynolds stress. For all

simulations, we impose a constant wind stress of 0.037Nm22

(u*5 6:13 1023m s21) along the x direction, corresponding

to a wind speed of about 5m s21. The initial mixed layer depth

is 36 m, which is above a stratified layer with a constant

temperature gradient of 0.04 Km21. The body force is ap-

plied to all experiments as discussed above, so that the

mixed layer depth is approximately constant. According to

(3), the Reynolds stress decreases linearly from the surface

to zero at the mixed layer base for stationary LES solutions.

The computational domain is 100 m deep and 150 m wide in

both x and y directions, with 256 vertical grid points and

128 3 128 horizontal grids.

The four cases are characterized by different wave condi-

tions (Table 1). We set the Stokes drift in case STC to zero as a

control case that only captures shear-driven turbulence (ST).

The cases with CL vortex force LT0, LT45, and LT90 include

wind-wavemisalignments of 08 [(us,0, ys,0)5 (0.068, 0)m s21], 458
[(us,0, ys,0)5 (0.068, 0.068) m s21], and 908 [(us,0, ys,0)5 (0, 0.068)

TABLE 1. Wave conditions for the LES experiments described in

section 2b.

Case STC LT0 LT45 LT90

us (m s21) 0 0.068 0.068 0

ys (m s21) 0 0 0.068 0.068
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ms21], respectively. The wavenumber is set to k5 0.105m21.

The Stokes drift is chosen, so that the cases LT0 and LT45

have the same Stokes drift shear production, whereas case

LT90 has zero Stokes drift shear production for the stationary

solutions. For the aligned case LT0, the turbulent Langmuir

number is Lat 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
us0/u*

q
5 0:3, indicating a Langmuir turbu-

lence regime (McWilliams et al. 1997).

Note that Pearson (2018) cautions about the applicability of

the LES subgrid-scale scheme to strongly wind-wave mis-

aligned cases. However, we find that our LES solutions are well

resolved and only weakly dependent on the LES subgrid-scale

closure scheme (Deardorff 1973; Moeng 1984; Sullivan et al.

1994), so that the conclusions presented here are robust in spite

of potential shortcomings of the LES subgrid-scale closure

scheme. The initial condition at t5 0 for all four cases is given

by a fully turbulent solution for forcing case STC without

Stokes drift. For the cases with Stokes drift, the Stokes drift

is abruptly imposed at t 5 0 so that LES solutions are first

transient and develop to a new stationary state with CL forcing.

3. Results

We investigate the relation of Reynolds stress and

Lagrangian shear through the LES experiments with idealized

wind-wave misalignments, aiming to understand the influence

of LT on the profiles of stress and mean currents. First, we

briefly assess the profiles of Reynolds stress andmean currents.

In the early transient stage of the simulations, Reynolds stress

and Eulerian currents are generated in the crosswind direction

for the wind-wave-misaligned cases. However, in the later

stationary stage, the crosswind Reynolds stress vanishes but

the crosswind Lagrangian shear is still present, yielding a

misalignment between Reynolds stress and Lagrangian shear

(section 3a). We then focus on interpreting the stationary re-

sults guided by a budgets analysis for the Reynolds stress

transport equation. Our results illustrate the important role of

LT and the CL vortex force in generating Reynolds stress,

which is not related to Lagrangian shear (section 3b) but can be

generally parameterized by using two eddy viscosities that

apply to the Eulerian shear and Stokes drift shear, respectively

(section 3c). At the same time, we find the generation of a

turbulent horizontal flux of horizontal momentum (hu0y0i) for
the wind-wave misalignment cases, which is caused by the

misalignment between Reynolds stress and Eulerian shear and

reduces the stress production by Stokes drift shear in the di-

rection of vertical turbulent momentum flux (section 3d).

a. Generation of crosswind Eulerian currents
and Reynolds stresses

In this section, we briefly analyze the development of stress

and current profiles, aiming to exhibit stress–shear misalign-

ments for stronglymisalignedwind andwaves. Once the Stokes

drift is imposed, profiles rapidly change within 2 h and reach a

stationary state after 30 h for all cases (Figs. 1 and 2).

Compared to case STC which is stationary, the along-wind

Eulerian current in case LT0 is more uniform in the upper 25m

after 0.5 h due to the presence of LT, which enhances turbulent

mixing and homogenizes the current shear (Fig. 1).

For case LT45, the along-wind current is similar to case LT0,

suggesting similar mixing effects for both cases. However, an

Eulerian current that opposes the Stokes drift is generated in

the crosswind direction (LT45, bottom panel, Fig. 1). A

crosswind Eulerian current is also found in case LT90 but

crosswind currents differ, although both cases (LT45 and

FIG. 1. Eulerian currents at t5 0.5 h (black solid line), time-averaged Eulerian currents (red solid lines), and time-averaged Lagrangian

currents (blue solid lines) in the (top) along-wind direction and (bottom) crosswind direction for cases STC, LT0, LT45, and LT90. The

time average is done from t5 30 h to t5 40 h. Themagenta dashed lines in cases LT0, LT45, and LT90 indicate the constant Stokes drift in

the along-wind and crosswind directions. The depths hereinafter are all normalized by the mixed layer depth HB.
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LT90) have the same crosswind Stokes drift. This is because

turbulent mixing differs for the two cases. Thus, the counter-

Stokes drift of crosswind Eulerian current is not solely

dependent on the crosswind Stokes drift but can be also

influenced by other factors that will be discussed in section 3b.

In addition, we find that the depth-integrated hyi over HB is

always zero (not shown here) for all cases, which is consistent

with the expected momentum conservation in the absence of

surface wind stress in the y direction. To examine if the

crosswind Eulerian current vanishes over time, we also

assess profiles of time-averaged Eulerian and Lagrangian

currents when the flow is stationary (red solid and blue

lines, Fig. 1). For both LT45 and LT90, the time-averaged

crosswind Eulerian currents are nonnegligible and the

magnitude of the crosswind Eulerian current in case LT90

even increases by twice at the surface compared to that at

t 5 0.5 h (red solid lines, bottom panels, cases LT45 and

LT90, Fig. 1). In addition, those crosswind Eulerian cur-

rents do not balance the Stokes drift, resulting in nonzero

Lagrangian currents and associated shear in the crosswind

direction for wind-misaligned wave cases (blue solid lines,

bottom panels, cases LT45 and LT90, Fig. 1).

Since the only force that drives the crosswind Eulerian

current is the interior crosswind Reynolds stress within the

boundary layer, we examine the profiles of the Reynolds

stress for all cases (Fig. 2). The Reynolds stress in case STC

decays linearly in the along-wind direction and is approxi-

mately zero in the crosswind direction (STC, Fig. 2), as

expected (see discussion above). For case LT0, right after

imposing the wave forcing, the peak of the along-wind

stress profile exceeds the surface value by a factor of about

5 (light gray solid line, LT0, Fig. 2). This is notably different

from typical stress profiles with the maximum stress at the

surface and monotonically decreasing with depth. This

peak decreases and deepens as the along-wind stress profile

becomes close to its stationary profile at t5 1.5 h (black and

red solid lines, LT0, Fig. 2).

For case LT45, the along-wind Reynolds stress profile is

close to LT0, which accounts for the similar profiles of

along-wind Eulerian currents in both cases (LT0 and LT45,

Fig. 2). Consistent with the crosswind velocity profiles,

Reynolds stress is present in the crosswind direction for the

wind-wave misalignment cases (LT45 and LT90), which

drives the crosswind Eulerian currents. However, the

crosswind Reynolds stress decays with time and is close to

zero after 30 h for both case LT45 and LT90. Note that the

profiles of stress and currents for all cases approach their

stationary profiles after about 2 h. The adjustment time

scale can be linked to an eddy turnover time scale, which is

nontrivially related to u* and the Stokes drift velocity

profile (Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008; Wang et al. 2019;

Kukulka and Veron 2019). This complex transient state is

not the focus of this investigation but demonstrates the

system’s transition from the initial state without Stokes

drift to a new stationary state subject of this study.

We next assess the time-averaged Reynolds stress profiles

and investigate the potential misalignment between Reynolds

stress and shear vectors, including the Lagrangian shear and

Eulerian shear. For all four cases STC, LT0, LT45, and LT90,

the stress in the along-wind direction linearly decreases with

depth, and stress in the crosswind direction is about zero

throughout the OSBL, which is expected in the wind-forced

OSBL with stationary current shear (red solid lines, Fig. 2)

(Wang et al. 2019). Note that the stress vector rotates and

FIG. 2. (top) Along-wind and (bottom) crosswind turbulent momentum flux2hu0
iw

0i (i5 1, 2) normalized by u2

* (solid lines with color

hue from light gray to black) from the first time point (light gray solid line) to t5 1.5 h (black solid line), and each color represents a specific

time point within the first 1.5 h. The red solid line indicates a time-averaged stress from t 5 30 h to t 5 40 h for cases STC, LT0, LT45,

and LT90.
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decays with depth in the real oceans with the Coriolis force and

thus is generally not aligned with the wind except at the

surface.

For case STC, the stress is aligned with the Eulerian

shear as expected in shear-driven turbulence (STC, Fig. 3).

For case LT0, however, the Eulerian shear is near zero

at 20.05HB . z . 20.6HB due to LT-enhanced upper-

ocean mixing (red solid line, LT0, Fig. 1 and the direction

of Eulerian shear is not shown in LT0, Fig. 3). As a result,

the along-wind Stokes drift shear in LT0 dominates the

Lagrangian shear at 20.05HB . z . 20.6HB, which is

aligned with the Reynolds stress (LT0, Fig. 3). However,

for case LT45, the misalignment between Lagrangian shear

and Reynolds stress is more than 308, although the wind-

wave misalignment is only 458 (black and red solid lines,

LT45, Fig. 3). Due to the presence of a negative hyi and a

vertically uniform along-wind Eulerian current (LT45,

Fig. 1), the Eulerian shear in LT45 is along the negative y

direction and about 2908 misaligned with the stress (blue

solid line, LT45, Fig. 3). For case LT90, both the Lagrangian

shear and Eulerian shear exhibit misalignments with the stress,

even though case LT90 is characterized by weak LT as indi-

cated by the mean currents discussed above (Fig. 1) and stress

budgets discussed below (Fig. 5). Thus, our results demonstrate

that Lagrangian shear is not necessarily aligned with the

Reynolds stress in the presence of LT in wind-wave misalign-

ment conditions, which is also found in the LES experiment

forced by realistic wind and waves in the Southern Ocean

(Large et al. 2019).

b. Crosswind stress budgets under wind-wave
misalignments

To better understand the relation between the stress and

shear vectors, in particular for the preserved crosswind

Eulerian shears without crosswind stress, we examine the

Reynolds stress transport equation for the cases with waves

[refer to Eq. (5) in Harcourt (2013)]
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and
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(5)

where the left-hand side terms of Eqs. (4) and (5) represent,

respectively, the temporal change rate of Reynolds stress

(first term) and the vertical divergence of Reynolds stress

flux due to vertical turbulent velocities (second term). The

right-hand side (rhs) terms from left to right are stress

production due to Eulerian shear (Pshear); stress produc-

tion due to Stokes drift shear (Pstokes); velocity–pressure

gradient terms (VPG) that redistribute energy of different

fluctuation velocities in different directions, unresolved

SGS terms in x (SGSx) and y (SGSy) directions. These stress

budgets suggest that the Stokes drift induces an additional

stress production, which accounts for the sudden increase

of Reynolds stress in the along-wind direction [Eq. (4)] and

the appearance of Reynolds stress in the crosswind direc-

tion [Eq. (5)]. To simplify the analysis, we only examine the

budget terms that are time-averaged when the flow is sta-

tionary, which includes the stress production by Stokes

drift shears (Pstokes), stress production by Eulerian shears

(Pshear), the divergence of the Reynolds-stress flux and

VPG (Fig. 5). Our goal is to reveal the shear–stress relation

that is enclosed in the stress budgets.

Before we examine the stress budgets, we first assess

profiles of velocity variances, which critically influence

both Pshear and Pstokes (Fig. 4). In general, the profiles of

velocity variances between cases LT0 and LT45 are close,

which characterizes much greater crosswind velocity vari-

ances than the along-wind velocity variances and enhanced

vertical velocity variances, suggesting a similar LT regime

in both cases (black and red solid lines, Fig. 4). For LT90,

however, the along-wind velocity variance is larger than

the crosswind velocity variance and the vertical velocity

variance is the smallest (blue solid line, Fig. 4), which is

comparable to velocity variance profiles of shear-driven

turbulence in case STC (blue dashed lines, Fig. 4). This is

consistent with the examination of mean current profiles,

which also indicates weak LT in LT90 (Fig. 1).

FIG. 3. The directions of Reynolds stress (black solid line), Eulerian shear (blue solid line), and Lagrangian shear (red solid line) averaged

from t 5 30 h to t 5 40 h for experiments STC, LT0, LT45, and LT90.
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For case LT0, the pronounced transport of Reynolds stress

only occurs in the along-wind direction because of the absence

of wind and wave forcing in the crosswind direction (left

panels, Fig. 5). In the along-wind direction, the balance of

stress budgets is mostly between Pstokes and the VPG. Since

the LT-enhanced vertical mixing results in a near-zero Eulerian

shear (case LT0, top panel, Fig. 1), Pshear is greatly re-

duced and much smaller than Pstokes. One may expect that

the along-wind stress budgets in case LT45 is similar to case

LT0 given that both cases have the same along-wind Stokes

FIG. 4. Time-averaged and normalized (left) along-wind, (center) crosswind, and (right) vertical velocity variance profiles for case STC

(blue dashed), LT0 (black solid), LT45 (red solid), and LT90 (blue solid). The velocity variances are normalized by u2

* and time averaged

from t 5 30 h to t 5 40 h.

FIG. 5. Scaled terms in Reynolds stress budgets for (top) hu0w0i and (bottom) hy0w0i in cases (left) LT0, (center) LT45, and (right) LT90.

All terms are scaled by u3

*/HB and are time averaged from t5 30 h to t5 40 h. The Eulerian shear stress production (Pshear), Stokes drift

shear stress production (Pstokes), VPG, and the vertical divergence of the Reynolds-stress flux (dhu0
iw

0w0i/dz and i5 1, 2) are denoted by

black, red, magenta, and blue solid lines.
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drift and similar velocity variance profiles (black and red

solid lines, Fig. 4). However, Pstokes in case LT45 is found

much smaller than case LT0 and is close to Pshear in

the along-wind direction (left and center panels, Fig. 5).

Recalling the Pstokes term in Eq. (4), this suggests that in

addition to profiles of velocity variances and Stokes drift, hu0y0i
is another important factor in controlling the stress production

by waves, which will be further discussed in section 3c.

Different from LT0, terms in the crosswind stress budgets

are nonnegligible for LT45 (bottom-center panel, Fig. 5), al-

though the crosswind stress is close to zero (LT45, Fig. 2).

Though the along-wind and crosswind Stokes drift are the same

in case LT45 (red solid lines, center, Fig. 5), the crosswind

Pstokes is significantly greater than the along-wind Pstokes,

which is caused by the increased crosswind velocity variance

from LT (red solid lines, left and center, Fig. 4). Furthermore,

the stress production due to crosswind Eulerian shear is

positive throughout the OSBL and its magnitude is greater

than the along-wind stress production (center panels, Fig. 5),

which is due to the presence of a negative gradient of cross-

wind Eulerian currents (case LT45, Fig. 1). Thus, this result

indicates that current shear does not imply the presence of a

net momentum flux. Specifically, this means that a nonzero

Lagrangian current is present in the crosswind direction,

which accounts for the misalignments between the Reynolds

stress and Lagrangian shear in section 3a.

Likewise, the nonnegligible terms in the crosswind stress

budgets are also observed for LT90. The positive stress

production due to Eulerian shear also occurs in the cross-

wind direction in case LT90 but the magnitude of stress

budgets in the crosswind direction in case LT90 are generally

smaller than case LT45, particularly the crosswind Stokes

drift shear production (bottom right, Fig. 5). Given that the

crosswind Stokes drift is the same for cases LT45 and LT90,

the difference in Stokes drift shear stress productions can be

due to different hu0y0i (section 3c) and different velocity

variances (red and blue solid lines, middle panel, Fig. 4). In

general, it is expected that the crosswind Eulerian currents

are different between LT45 and LT90 because none of their

stress budget terms in the crosswind direction is the same, in

spite of the same crosswind Stokes drift. Thus, the emer-

gence of the crosswind Eulerian current occurs due to

changes in the turbulence (Fig. 4), which are reflected by

the different stress budgets.

c. Comparison with Reynolds stress parameterizations

Since the presence of nonnegligible Lagrangian currents

with near-zero stress also illustrates a noncausal rela-

tion between the Lagrangian shear and Reynolds stress,

Reynolds stress parameterization with Lagrangian shear

and a single eddy viscosity is not sufficient. To remedy this

problem, recent studies introduce two different turbulent

eddy viscosities: nt and nst , which apply to Eulerian shear

and Stokes drift shear, respectively (Harcourt 2013, 2015;

Pearson et al. 2019):

2hu0w0i5 n
t

›hui
›z

1 nst
›u

s

›z
, (6)

and

2hy0w0i5 n
t

›hyi
›z

1 nst
›y

s

›z
, (7)

by which the new parameterization theoretically has the ca-

pability of capturing the misalignment between Lagrangian

shear and Reynolds stress. The physics behind two different

eddy viscosities are captured by the Reynolds stress trans-

port equation (Harcourt 2013). The two eddy viscosities

have been estimated with so-called algebraic Reynolds

stress models (ARSMs) where the Reynolds stress is de-

termined from the mean flow and turbulent kinetic energy

(TKE). To include LT effects, Stokes drift shear stress

production and the wave-averaged effects due to Stokes

drift on VPG are also modeled in ARSMs (Harcourt 2013,

2015; Pearson et al. 2019).

To demonstrate the necessity of using two different eddy

viscosities in theReynolds stress parameterization, particularly

wind-wave misalignment conditions, we use our LES results

for the Reynolds stresses, Eulerian shears, and Stokes drift

shears in Eqs. (6) and (7) in cases LT45 and LT90 to algebra-

ically compute nst and nt (top panels, Fig. 6). For both cases

LT45 and LT90, nst and nt are different throughout most depths

except near the surface. In addition, the ratio of nst to nt differs

for the two cases, illustrating its sea-state dependency (blue

solid lines, bottom panels, Fig. 6). For comparison, we utilize

the ARSM developed by Harcourt (2015) (hereinafter H15),

where nst /nt equals S
S
M/SM. The terms SS

M and SM are nondi-

mensional stability functions [refer to Eqs. (33a) and (33c)

in Harcourt 2015]. Note that the parameterization of H15

has not been developed specifically for substantial wind-

wave misalignment conditions; nevertheless, this ARSM

clearly highlights differences between nst and nt and their

performance can be evaluated through the LES experi-

ments from this study.

In general, H15 captures the vertical profile of nst /nt for both

LT45 and LT90 cases, particularly the relative size between the

two eddy viscosities in different sea states (bottom panels,

Fig. 6). However, there still exist differences between the LES

and H15 for both cases, especially near the surface, which is

expected because of near-boundary and strong wind-wave

misalignment effects. Harcourt’s (2015) near-wall treat-

ment model does not apply to wind-wave misalignment

angles greater than p/6. For instance, the expression for the

length scale in the surface-proximity function [Eq. (35) in

Harcourt 2015] does not account for zero Stokes drift shear

production as in the case LT90. The recent study by Pearson

et al. (2019) further shows that the closure scheme for the

pressure terms, which critically influences ARSM results,

does not agree with LES results, even under wind-aligned

wave conditions. Note that the eddy viscosity is parame-

terized through the product of a length scale, a velocity

scale and a stability function, which is oversimplified ac-

cording to the full Reynolds stress budgets (Harcourt 2013;

Pearson et al. 2019). All these factors contribute to the

difference of nst /nt between the LES results and H15, and
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motivates further development for ARSMs under sub-

stantial wind-wave misalignments.

d. Generation of hu0y0i under wind-wave misalignments

The examination of stress budgets in the last section illus-

trates the important role of waves in stress production, which is

through Stokes drift shear and velocity variances as well as the

covariance of horizontal momentum hu0y0i. Our comparison of

Pstokes between case LT0 and LT45 suggests that hu0y0i is not
zero under large wind-wave misalignments and significantly

influences Pstokes (section 3b). Thus, in this section we focus

on assessing the evolution of hu0y0i in cases LT45 and LT90,

aiming to understand the mechanism of hu0y0i generation and

the role of hu0y0i in controlling the Stokes drift shear stress

production.

LT is characterized by counterrotating vortex pairs, which

generate strong convergent regions that couple with significant

downwelling jets near the surface (left andmiddle, Fig. 8). For case

LT45, a large negative hu0y0i is generated at z. 210m hu0y0iand
only decays slightly after 30h, reaching a stationary state with a

magnitude of twice hu0w0i (left panel, Fig. 7). Substantial hu0y0i
coincides with the LT direction (uLT) that is not aligned or per-

pendicular to the wind direction (uW) (Fig. 8, center panel). Here,

uLT is objectively obtained from two-dimensional, horizontal two-

point autocorrelation of the vertical velocities following Sullivan

et al. (2012) and Wang et al. (2019). To conceptually illustrate the

emergence of a nonnegligible hu0y0i, we examine the horizontal

structure of dominant Langmuir cells (short LCs) with conditional

averages following (McWilliams et al. 1997; Kukulka et al. 2010;

Wang et al. 2019). Considering that strong downwelling jets are

FIG. 6. (top) Scaled turbulent eddy viscosity for Eulerian shear (nt, black solid line) and Stokes drift shear (nst , red

solid line) in (left) case LT45 and (right) LT90. (bottom) The ratios of nst to nt based on the LES results (blue solid

line) and Harcourt (2015) model (H15) (magenta solid line). The eddy viscosity is scaled by u*HB, and all the

variables are time averaged from t 5 30 h to t 5 40 h.
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common characteristics of LCs, we identify dominant LCs with a

vertical velocity threshold w , 22hw02i1/2 at the depth of maxi-

mum hw02i, which are defined as LC events. This conditional av-

erage is denoted by {. . .}.

For LT0, the map view of normalized {w} shows strong

downwelling jets in the central region that couples with conver-

gent horizontal anomalies ({u}0, {y}0) (left, Fig. 9). Since LC is

aligned with the wind, {u}0 is approximately zero, which results

in a near-zero correlation of {u}0 and {y}0. For LT45, however, the
misalignment of these convergence regions with the wind direc-

tion introduces nonnegligible {u}0 and {y}0 that are negatively

correlated leading to a finite hu0y0i (right, Fig. 9). While flow

structures are independent of the orientation of the coordinate

system, specific values of hy02i, and hu0y0i depend on the choice of
coordinates. For instance, if we rotate the coordinate axes to

make u along the LT direction, hu0y0i will be zero in the new

coordinate (assuming u is zero for idealized coherent LT roll

vortices). However, the coordinate rotation will introduce extra

terms in the stress budgets for hu0w0i and hy0w0i, so that stress

budgets in both coordinate systems are still equivalent. For case

LT90, organized coherent Langmuir cell structures are much

weaker because of a zero Stokes production (right, Fig. 8). As

such, the absence of LT-induced convergent and divergent tur-

bulent flows leads to the vanishing of hu0y0i after 30 h (right panel,
Fig. 7). Thus, LT-induced convergent and divergent flows that are

not aligned with the x or y axes result in nonnegligible hu0y0i.
To further understand the generation of hu0y0i in case LT45,

we investigate the Reynolds stress transport equation of hu0y0i
(Harcourt 2013):

›hu0y0i
›t

1
›hu0y0w0i

›z
52

�
hu0w0i ›hyi

›z
1 hy0w0i ›hui

›z

�

2
1

r
0

��
u0 ›p

0

›y

�
1

�
y0
›p0

›x

��
1 SGS

xy
,

(8)

FIG. 7. The normalized2hu0y0i by u2

* at 0.5 h (black solid), 1 h (blue solid), and 30 h (red solid) for case (left) LT45

and (right) LT90.

FIG. 8. The normalized vertical velocity field for cases (left) LT0, (center) LT45, and (right) LT90. The flow field is at the depth of the

maximum vertical velocity variance. The black and magenta solid arrows indicate the wind direction and LT direction, respectively.
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where the left-hand-side terms have the same physical mean-

ings analogous to Eqs. (4) and (5) and the right-hand-side

terms of Eq. (8) from left to right represent: the Eulerian shear

stress production due to the misalignment between Reynolds

stress (vertical momentum flux) and Eulerian shear (Pshear),

VPG, and unresolved SGS terms (SGSxy). Note that there is no

Stokes drift shear stress production in this direction. All budget

terms are time-averaged between 30 and 40 h when the tur-

bulence is steady (left, Fig. 10).

For case LT45 with wind-wave misalignments, the original

alignment between Eulerian shear and Reynolds stress is dis-

torted by the imposed crosswind Stokes drift, which induces a

negative stress production for hu0y0i [refer to Eq. (8)] (black

solid line, left panel, Fig. 10). Since the crosswind stress is ap-

proximately zero, this stress production (Pshear) is determined

by the along-wind stress and the crosswind Eulerian shear and

is approximately balanced by VPG (magenta solid line, left

panel, Fig. 10). Given the presence of the crosswind Eulerian

shear and along-wind Reynolds stress, hu0y0imust be produced

according to Eq. (8).

Since hu0y0i is nonnegligible for LT45, we now assess its role

in Stokes drift shear stress production that appears in the stress

budgets for the vertical stress [refer to Eqs. (4) and (5)]. We

find that the stress productions associated with hu0y0i are

FIG. 9. Map view of normalized conditionally averaged vertical velocity {w} at the depth of the maximum vertical

velocity variance after the conditional average for (left) LT0 and (right) LT45. The magenta solid arrow shows the

direction of LT, and the black solid arrow represents the wind direction. The green arrows indicate the anomalies of

conditionally averaged horizontal velocity ({u}0, {y}0) near the surface.

FIG. 10. Scaled terms in stress budget for (left) turbulent horizontal flux of horizontal momentum hu0y0i, turbulent vertical flux of

horizontal momentum for (center) hu0w0i and (right) hy0w0i. In the left panel, the Eulerian shear stress production (Pshear), VPG, and the

vertical divergence of the horizontal turbulent momentum flux (dhu0y0w0i/dz) are denoted by black, magenta, and blue solid lines. Pstokes

denotes the total Stokes drift shear stress production in the stress budgets for hu0w0i in the center panel and hy0w0i in the right panel and

equals 2hu0u0i›us/›z 2 hu0y0i›ys/›z and 2hy0y0i›ys/›z 2 hu0y0i›ys/›z, respectively. Note that these budgets are scaled by u3

*/HB and time

averaged from t 5 30 h to t 5 40 h.
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positive and are the same in both along-wind and crosswind

directions because of the same us and ys (left and center panels,

red and magenta dashed lines, Fig. 10). The other part of the

Stokes drift shear stress production is associated with the ve-

locity variances, which is greater in the crosswind direction

with the augmented crosswind velocity variances (Fig. 4). This

also explains the much smaller along-wind Pstokes in case

LT45 than case LT0, which is due to the positive stress pro-

duction by hu0y0i (cases LT0 and LT45, top panels, Fig. 5). In

summary, hu0y0i is generally not zero and sea-state dependent

in wind-wave misalignment conditions, which directly affects

the budgets of vertical momentum fluxes that drive ocean

currents.

4. Conclusions

This study has investigated the relation between Reynolds

stress and Lagrangian shear through idealized LES experi-

ments with a constant wind and abruptly imposed Stokes

drifts with different wind misalignment angles. To circumvent

spiraling Ekman and inertial currents, the experiments exclude

the Coriolis force and apply a body force that balances the

wind stress.

We assess the profiles of mean currents and Reynolds stress

in two stages: the early stage when the flow is transient and the

adjustment is not complete, and the late stage when the flow is

stationary. During the early transient stage, a crosswind

Eulerian current that opposes the crosswind Stokes drift is

generated in the cases with wind-wave misalignments. The

examination of the stress profiles illustrates the generation

of a crosswind Reynolds stress, which drives the crosswind

Eulerian currents. However, this crosswind stress decays and

vanishes in the late stage. Different from the diminished

crosswind Reynolds stress, the crosswind Eulerian current is

still present and reaches a stationary state in the late stage of

the simulations. In addition, the Eulerian shear is neither zero

nor does it cancel out the Stokes drift shear, yielding a nonzero

Lagrangian shear in the crosswind direction. Consequently, the

Lagrangian shear does not align with the Reynolds stress,

which is along the wind direction.

To further investigate the relation between the stress and

shear and also understand the evolution of stress in different

directions, we examine the budgets for theReynolds stress. For

the case with aligned Stokes drift and wind, the predominant

balance of stress budgets is between the Stokes drift shear

stress production (Pstokes) and VPG. Only for the cases with

wind-misaligned waves, are the crosswind stress budgets sig-

nificant, with the presence of a negative Pstokes and a positive

Eulerian shear stress production (Pshear). Thus, the different

stress budgets reflect changes in the turbulence, which account

for the emergence of the crosswind Eulerian current. As such, a

nonzero crosswind Lagrangian shear is present, resulting in the

misalignment between Reynolds stress and Lagrangian shear.

Our results are qualitatively consistent with an algebraic

Reynolds stress model (ARSM) that is derived from the Craik–

Leibovich equation (Harcourt 2013, 2015). However, substantial

quantitative differences betweenLES andARSM results near the

surface are due to uncertainties of parameterizations in ARSMs,

particularly under substantial wind-wavemisalignments (Harcourt

2015; Pearson et al. 2019). We also find that a turbulent horizontal

flux of horizontal momentum (hu0y0i) is present in the case for

which Stokes drift and wind are 458 misaligned (LT45), which is

associated with wind-misaligned Langmuir cells. The examination

of stress budget for hu0y0i shows that it is the stress production by

the along-wind stress and the crosswind Eulerian shear that gen-

erates hu0y0i. This nonnegligible hu0y0i plays an important role in

controlling the Stokes drift shear stress production in the stress

budget for hu0w0i and hy0w0i, which indirectly affects the vertical

momentum flux that forces ocean current.

For existing turbulence parameterizations, however, the

closure of ARSMs often utilizes the equilibrium solution of

Eqs. (4) and (5) and is developed based on a limited set of LES

experiments with small wind-wave misalignments (Kantha and

Clayson 2004; Harcourt 2013, 2015; Pearson et al. 2019). As a

result, neither the nonnegligible hu0y0i for the strongly mis-

aligned wind and waves nor the stress production by the Stokes

drift shear and hu0y0i [refer to Eqs. (4), (5)] has been accurately

parameterized. In realistic ocean conditions, significant wind-

wave misalignments are prevalent (Fan et al. 2009). Such

misaligned wind wave conditions may be associated with a

nonequilibrium wave field, which features complex sea states

that are characterized by complex transient two-dimensional

wave spectra with multiple energy peaks. Those complex sea

states control the behavior of wave forcing, which directly

influences the stress production by Stokes drift shear and

thus are potentially important factors that need to be also

considered in turbulence parameterizations. Thus, future

work on improvements of turbulence parameterizations also

requests sophisticated wind and wave modeling as well as

observations to facilitate a more comprehensive under-

standing for the OSBL turbulence in conditions of strong

wind and wave misalignment. To summarize, our study il-

lustrates the complex relation between Reynolds stress, ve-

locity shear and stress production through idealized LES

experiments with different wind-wave misalignments, which

is critical in understanding upper-ocean dynamics in realistic

wind and wave forcing conditions.
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